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ABSTRACT� In this paper we construct a Bayesian network to analyze survival times of mechanical
equipment based on a set of covariates �e�g�� environmental data� maintenance philosophy etc��� Both
the predictive ability and the data exploratory features are investigated� and compared to the results
obtained by standard methods� The methods are tested using a real�life dataset from the OREDA
database�

� INTRODUCTION

The proportional hazards model has been the state
of the art for analysis of datasets of survival times
since Cox regression was introduced in ���	 �Cox
���	�� The purpose of the analysis is to look
into the relationships between the di
erent envi�
ronmental conditions of some mechanical equip�
ment �the covariates� and the survival times of
that equipment �the response variable�� This re�
lationship is interesting for at least two reasons�
First and foremost� it gives insight into the equip�
ment�s failure mechanisms and into the kind of
environment the unit is exposed to� This insight
makes the analyst able to propose cost e
ective ac�
tions to increase the survival time of the mechan�
ical equipment� Secondly� the analyst will be able
to predict availability of other equipment working
under similar conditions� and thus be able to docu�
ment critical reliability parameters for that equip�
ment� Although Cox regression has many valu�
able features� like the ability to handle censored
data and it�s well understood model assumptions�
some desired features are absent from the stan�
dard method� Like for other regression models�
the main focus is on the statistically signi�cant co�
variates� the hidden �second�order� inuences are
not as easily investigated� This is a problem� both
for the deeper understanding of the dataset� and
when it comes to handling of missing covariates�
Furthermore� the proportional hazard assumption

is not always appropriate �Henderson ������
In this paper we employ probabilistic graphical

models to discover the covariance structure� Both
the correlations between the di
erent covariates
and between covariates and the response variable
are of interest� We will thereafter use the discov�
ered relationships to predict the survival times of
other units working under similar conditions� Fur�
thermore� we will use the correlation structure to
draw some qualitative conclusions� Our main con�
cern is to understand the failure mechanisms in or�
der to the reduce the rate of critical failures� The
prediction of new failure times are merely to vali�
date the obtained results� The method is used on
a real�life dataset from the �O
shore REliability
DAta� �OREDA� database �Sandtorv et al� ������
�OREDA��� ������ The OREDA data collection
has been ongoing since the early eighties� and has
for the last seven years been maintained by SIN�
TEF Industrial Management� Up to the current
phase IV� some 	����� o
shore equipment units
with about ������ failures have been entered into
the database�
In section 	 the data sample is presented in

further detail� section � is devoted to some stan�
dard theory behind graphical probabilistic models�
and to the results we obtain when we employ the
methodology on our data sample� The results are
then compared to the results from Cox�regression
in section �� and some conclusions are drawn in
section ��



Attribute No� classes

Installation ID ��

Geographic location �
System code ��

Exposure to environment �
Gas turbine subunits 	
Design class 	
Manufacturer of unit ��

Operating mode �
Planned prev� maintenance ��

Actual prev� maintenance ��

Severity of a failure 	�

Time to Fail �Operating hrs�� ��

Table �� Number of classes of di
erent attributes�
Entries marked with � indicates that the numberer
of classes has been reduced through expert judg�
ment� This was done both to ensure data qual�
ity� and to reduce the number of parameters to
�t in the model� Note that Time to Fail and the
PM values are changed from continuous to discrete
variables because of software restrictions

	 THE DATA SAMPLE

To check the performance of the probabilistic
graphical networks� we use parts of the OREDA IV
Gas Turbine dataset� Only the subsystems �Con�
trol�Monitoring� and �Gas Generators� where in�
cluded in the study� The dataset consists of 	��
mechanical units on 	� di
erent o
shore installa�
tions� with a total of 	�	� failures and ��� censored
survival times�

Each event �failure or censoring� is described us�
ing twelve di
erent attributes� ten to describe the
inventory� one takes care of the severity class� and
the last holds time to failure� see Table �� Each
component is followed only for a period of time� so
both right� and left censoring exists in the dataset�
A Nelson�Aalen plot did however not indicate any
trend in the dataset� Although it is not necessary
for the calculation methods to work� we will there�
fore assume that the survival times are drawn from
an exponential distribution� Attributes describ�
ing historical performance �aggregated operational
time� cumulative number of failures etc�� are thus
not included in the study� Note that because of the
large standard deviation of the exponential distri�
bution� we can not expect very good results from
the predictors�

In OREDA� each failure is categorized as Criti�
cal� Degraded� Incipient or Unknown� A critical
failure is one that causes immediate and complete
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Figure �� The failure mechanism we use� assumes
that critical and degraded failures occur indepen�
dently�
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Figure 	� The component can either fail with
a shock�type failure mechanism or go through a
degradation process� The unit is continuously ex�
posed for shock failures with rate �CI

� but can also
fail in a degraded manner �state D�� and thereafter
fail critically �state CII��

loss of a system of providing its output� A degrada�
tion failure is one that compromises the function
�but does not cease all of it�� Incipient failures
have no immediate e
ect upon function� For sim�
plicity� we only distinguish between critical and
degraded failures in this paper� Thus� Incipient
failures are treated as Degraded� and Unknown are
treated as Missing�
One critical feature of the statistical analysis

of failure data is to model the failure mechanism�
This model must provide means for how a failure
develops� and how degraded and critical failures
interact� In this paper we use a very simple fail�
ure mechanism� it is assumed that the degraded
and critical failures are independent of each other�
hence information about degraded failures will not
help us in investigating the critical failures and vice
versa� A more realistic model would regard the dif�
ferent failure modes as competing risks� and thus
view a critical �degraded� failure as a censoring for
the failure mechanism leading to degraded �criti�
cal� failures� Our failure mechanism is shown in
Figure �� A more sophisticated failure mechanism�
proposed by �Hokstad and Fr�vig ������ was used
by �Langseth et al� ����� on the OREDA III re�



lease of the Gas Turbine dataset� In their model�
the component can either fail with a shock�type
failure mechanism� or go through a degradation
process� The shock type failure mechanism leads
to failure times drawn from the exponential distri�
bution� the critical failures which come from the
degradation process draw their survival times from
a two�phase distribution� see Figure 	� Consult
�Hokstad and Fr�vig ����� for details�

� BAYESIAN NETWORKS

��� Background

We assume that we have N independent observa�
tions of a stochastic vector X � �X�� � � � � Xn��
We label the covariates X�� � � � � Xn��� and let
Xn be the response variable� Our task is to es�
tablish a statistical model between the response
and the covariates� and use this model to predict
the response for new �unseen� vectors� To accom�
plish this� we employ probabilistic graphical models
�Whittaker ����� to estimate the full density func�
tion of X� The probabilistic graphical models ex�
ploits the conditional independence structures in
a dataset to create a probabilistic model� visual�
ized by a graph� In this graph� each vertex repre�
sents an attribute of the data sample� and between
each pair of vertices� there can be an edge� The
edges are interpreted as an �inuence path�� i�e��
the value of a vertex inuences the value of all it�s
neighbors in the graph� The method has proven
useful for modelling real�world problems like med�
ical diagnosis and manufacturing control�

In this paper� we focus on a special type of
the probabilistic graphical models called Bayesian
networks �belief network� Bayesian belief network�
causal networks�� see �Pearl ����� for a classic text�
Here� all edges in the graph are directed� i�e�� we
can interpret an edge as a �mother and child rela�
tionship�� and say that a parent vertex has direct
inuence over all its children� The graph is re�
stricted to be acyclic� which means that no path
in the graph leads from a vertex and back to itself
�i�e�� no vertex is it�s own ancestor�� In a statisti�
cal setting� a Bayesian network is a representation
of the full multidimensional density function� It
is a local representation� since all numerical val�
ues are used to quantify the interaction between
one attribute and its ancestors in the graph� The
absence of an edge between two vertices i and j�
should be read as �Xi and Xj are independent
conditioned on �some of� the other variables in

System Operating Mode
Running Standby Interm�

Crude Oil ��� ��	 ���
Gas ��� ��� ���
Power ��� ��� ���

Table 	� The distribution for �Operating mode��
conditioned on �System code�

the vector� �hence� the graph de�nes a Markov
property over X�� For an example of a Bayesian
network� see Figure �� This Bayesian network is
generated from the dataset� as explained in the
following subsections�
Every distribution function can be expressed

through a Bayesian network� Number the vertices
in the graph� such that all the parents of each ver�
tex are labeled before the vertex itself �this is al�
ways possible in an acyclic graph�� Then� through
the chain rule� it is known that any statistical dis�
tribution can be expressed as

f�x� �
nY
i��

f�xijX� � x�� � � � � Xi�� � xi��� ���

which is the factorization of a Bayesian network
with a completely connected independence graph�
If we denote the parents of vertex xi in the graph
by �i� �i � fx�� x�� � � � � xi��g� we can rewrite ���
as

f�x� �
nY

i��

f�xijx�� � � � � xi��� �
nY
i��

f�xij�i� �	�

This highlights the modular setting of the Bayes�
ian networks� Instead of de�ning the full multi�
dimensional density function� we only have to
quantify the conditional density function for each
vertex given its parents� These local distributions
are in general far easier to elicit than the over�
all distribution� both when they are gathered from
an expert and when they are extracted from data�
The local distribution functions f�xij�i� in �	�
uniquely determines the global distribution func�
tion �Heckerman et al� ������ In Table 	� the local
distribution function for �Operating mode� condi�
tioned on �System� is given as an example�
The Bayesian networks distinguish themselves

from standard regression models as they try to
manifest not only the correlation between the co�
variates and the response variable� but also the
correlation between the di�erent covariates� This



is useful both when some important covariate is
missing from the dataset� and when one tries to
capture the e
ect of indirect inuences�

When data is used to determine the indepen�
dence graph� a popular algorithm starts with the
complete graph� Then� edges are incrementally ex�
cluded like in an ANOVA procedure� At each step�
all parameters in the model are �tted using Max�
imum Likelihood methods� and an approximate
���tests is used to determine if the edge can be
excluded or not� see �Whittaker ������ This is
the standard approach for undirected models� im�
plemented among others in MIM �Edwards ������
For directed models� the leading approach is to use
Bayesian statistics� The analyst indicates his prior
belief in each model� and the observed data is used
to generate the posterior probability for each pos�
sible model given the dataset� The most probable
Bayesian network�s� given the observed data will
be selected� see �Heckerman et al� ����� for a dis�
cussion� To avoid the subjectivity in the model
�tting� the same prior belief can be assigned to all
models� and the data is left alone to decide the
best network representation� This is the method
implemented in the �Bayesian Knowledge Discov�
erer� �Ramoni and Sebastini ������

Decision Networks �Horwitz et al� ����� is an
extension of Bayesian networks where the analyst
can de�ne external actions �like a change in the
preventive maintenance interval or a component�s
material type� to be enforced onto the system�
Each possible outcome is given a utility �e�g�� cost
of extra maintenance counting for the increased
system availability� and the decision network can
be employed to �nd the best action� A problem
with this approach is that the e
ect of each action
must be entered into the system� i�e�� we have only
the subjective probability assessments of an expert
to rely on� If the e
ects are not well�understood�
this will jeopardize the quality of the calculated
results� Decision networks will not be the focus of
the current paper�

To make predictions with Bayesian networks�
one calculates the marginal density function for
the response variable conditioned on the observed
covariates� The mean value of this distribution will
then serve as our prediction� note that we thus im�
plicitly have decided to use a a quadratic loss func�
tion in the calculation� This calculation is in gen�
eral NP�hard �Cooper ������ However� e�cient al�
gorithms� both exact �Pearl ������ �Lauritzen and
Spiegelhalter ����� and approximate �Jordan et al�

������ have been developed� The techniques have
been proven to manage many large�scale problems�
Simulation techniques� like the Gibbs sampler �Ge�
man and Geman ����� are also in frequent use�

��� Calculation method

To generate the most probable Bayesian network
from the dataset� we used the Bayesian Knowl�
edge Discoverer �BKD� �Ramoni and Sebastini
������ The program only handles categorical data�
hence the continuous attributes �in our case �Time
To Failure� and the PM�related attributes� were
discretized before the calculation started� This
software is not designed for survival time analy�
sis� and is thus not able to treat censored data�
After �nding the qualitative network representa�
tion� we therefore used BUGS �Gilks et al� �����
to estimate the conditional distribution functions
f�xij�i� in �	�� BUGS can handle continuous at�
tributes� and it is also straight forward to analyze
censored survival times within BUGS� modelling
language�

��� Qualitative analysis

We have two goals for this analysis� We want
to identify which covariates directly inuence the
�Time to Fail�� and which govern the �Severity
class�� The motivation for the �rst task is obvious�
if we can increase the survival times� we increase
system performance� The second is also intuitive�
given that a failure occurs� we would like to have a
degraded failure� and not a critical� Pursuing these
goals� we can make some immediate observations
from the Bayesian network in Figure �� which was
judged the most probable network by BKD�

� There are two obvious candidates for increas�
ing system performance� Change �External
environment� to reduce the fraction of crit�
ical failures� and tweak the PM intervals to
increase survival time�

� For a unit with no missing covariates� only the
parents of �Time to Fail�� namely �Installa�
tion Code�� �Actual PM� and �Planned PM��
will be used for the prediction of the survival
time� If some of these attributes are absent
from the system description� the other covari�
ates will �indirectly� be used in the prediction�

� The �Planned PM� vertex is directly inuenc�
ing �Time to Fail�� giving the expression that
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Figure �� A Bayesian network for the Gas Turbine dataset

one can change the survival times merely by
making new plans� The �Planned PM� vertex
should in this setting be regarded as an indi�
cator of safety concern at management level
�for which no information is entered directly
into the system� and not be read literally�

� The only path from �Subunit� to �Time To
Failure� goes through �Actual PM�� Hence�
the time to failure is independent of what sub�
unit we are investigating� as long as the act�
ual preventive maintenance interval is known�
That is� according to the data� the survival
times of equipment from Control�Monitoring
and Gas Generators are drawn from the same
distribution� as long as the other covariates
are known to be identical�

� �Severity Class� is not directly inuenced by
preventive maintenance �neither actual nor
planned�� This means that changing the PM
interval will not change the fraction of failures
that are critical� and the model proposed by
�Hokstad and Fr�vig ������ see Figure 	� is
hence too complex for our dataset� The same
result was found by �Langseth et al� �����
for the Control�Monitoring subunits� How�
ever� they discovered a relationship between
performed PM and severity class for the Gas
Generators that is not found in our analysis�

� A clique is a maximal set of variables in a
graph that are all pairwise linked� �Spiegelhal�
ter et al� ������ In our graph we �nd� among
others� one clique comprising environmen�
tal variables ��Installation code�� �System
code�� �External Environment� and �Design
Class��� one describing the unit in more detail
��System code�� �Operating mode�� �Manu�
facturer��� one for geographic location ��Ge�
ographic location� and �Installation code��
and one describing PM ��Actual PM� and
�Performed PM��� We can make a new graph
of these cliques� Figure �� to show how these
groups interact� The vertices �Time to fail�
and �Severity class� were not included in any
clique to highlight their role in the analysis�
The �Subunit��vertex was added to the clique
graph for completeness� Only �Maintenance�
and �Environment� directly inuences �Time
to fail��

One might argue that the Bayesian network
shown in Figure � is just one of many possible net�
work con�gurations� and one therefore not should
make qualitative interpretations of the network�
To verify our results we have randomly selected
subsets of the data� and generated the most prob�
able Bayesian network from each of these subsets�
Although the generated networks are not identi�
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Figure �� Graph of selected cliques

cal� the comments stated above are true for all the
data subsets� The results thus appear to be valid�
and not due to stochastic variations in the dataset�
Log�Likelihood ratio tests wherer also employed in
this validation�

��	 Quantitative analysis

To produce numerical results� we partitioned the
dataset into two parts� the learning set and the test
set� The data in the test set was not used when
the Bayesian network was generated� The under�
lying assumption is that the data in the test set
and training set are from the same survival time
distribution� Step one of the partitioning was to
assign all censored survival times to the training
set� this was done to ease the model veri�cation�
Then� the remaining failure times were parted ran�
domly� with ��� chance of being selected to the
test set� The resulting test set consisted of about
��� operating years comprising ��� failures�

Figure � shows observed versus predicted sur�
vival times� The smoothed trendline is drawn to�
gether with an approximate ��� prediction inter�
val� These lines were generated by separating the
datapoints into �fty bins according to their pre�
dicted values� Then the average values together
with observed prediction intervals were calculated
for each bin� We can see that the observed and
predicted values are clearly correlated�

��
 Model criticism

Although the Bayesian networks comprise a large
class of models� we should always test the goodness
of �t before any conclusions are made� We can test
the model in several ways� the most obvious is to
plot the covariates against the residual and look for
trends� Further� as we have assumed that all data
are draw from the exponential distribution� we
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Figure �� Plot of network predictions versus ob�
served values

should plot the residuals against calendar time� to
verify this assumption� Neither of these plots indi�
cated any signi�cant departure from the expected
results� A more complete treatment of model crit�
icism through monitors are given in �Spiegelhalter
et al� ������

� THE �BASELINE� RESULTS

We have chosen to let Cox�regression play the role
of the baseline predictor in this paper� The target
of this work has thus not been to make the Cox�
regression as sophisticated as possible� but rather
to use the calculation scheme that seems to be the
current standard among practitioners� We have
therefore not performed any model validation� just
accepted the model for what it is�

We are �tting a parameter vector � in the model

� � ��e
��

T

z � where �� is the baseline failure rate
and z is the vector of covariates� The numerical
results for � where calculated by SPSS� Note that
the p�values are calculated using the Wald statis�
tic� and are reported at covariate level� although
the calculations are using a vector of binary values
to represent the di
erent levels of each covariate�

It is interesting to note that two of the param�
eters which were found to have direct inuence
over �Time to Fail� in Section �� �Actual PM�
and �Planned PM� are� together with �Location��
the parameters which are not signi�cant at ���
level� One reason why the Cox regression fails to
include the PM related attributes in the model�
may be that they have a very high rate �about
���� of missing values� Note that varieties of Cox�
regression handle missing values better than our
method These have however not been employed in
this paper� The scatterplot of the network pre�
dictions versus the regression predictions shows
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Figure �� Plot of the Cox�regression predictions
versus observed value

Parameter p�value

Installation �����
Location �����
Sub unit �����
Environment �����
System code �����
Design ���	�
Manufacturer �����
Operating mode �����
Planned PM �����
Actual PM �	��	
Severity �����

Table �� The parameters in the Cox�regression
with p�values
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Figure �� Scatterplot of the network predictions
versus the Cox�regression predictions

that the two methodologies extract similar pat�
terns from the data� The predictions from the Bay�
esian network and the regression model are corre�
lated with � � ��	�

To check if one method is better than the other�
we note that the number of data points where the
predictions from the Bayesian network are better
than the regression predictions is �under the null
hypothesis that both methods are equally good�
drawn from the binomial distribution with n����
and p � ��	� When n is this large� we can approx�
imate this by a Normal distribution� and �t the
parameters � � np � ����� and �� � np��� p� �
������ The observed value is x � ���� i�e�� the net�
work predictions are better with p�value �E��� The
standardized value for the logarithm of the predic�
tion error was ���� for the Bayesian network and
���� for the Cox regression� Hence� the predic�
tions from the Bayesian network are usually the
closest� but the methods are at the same level in
prediction quality� Note� however� that when the
Cox�regression model is made� it is with prediction
in mind� The Bayesian network was generated to
�t the complete density functions� Methods for se�
lecting the network best suited for prediction are
also available �Spiegelhalter et al� ������

� CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have used a Bayesian network
to represent the OREDA phase IV Gas Turbine
dataset� The generated probabilistic graphical
network helped analyzing the data� both qualita�
tively and quantitatively� The quantitative results
were compared to those generated by a Cox re�
gression model� The prediction results were fairly
good� although neither the network nor the re�
gression model were able to predict future survival



times with very high accuracy�
Predictive power is limited by four considera�

tions �Korn and Simon ������

�� Inadequate models

	� Sampling variability when �tting a �correctly
speci�ed� class of models

�� Lack of explanatory power of the correctly �t�
ted model

�� Problems of extrapolating to new data

In our case� the biggest contributor to the lack
of predicting power for our model is variability in
the exponential distribution� i�e�� the explanatory
power of the correctly �tted model is to low� To
exemplify this� we have created an �optimal pre�
dictor�� We call it �optimal� because it draws
from an exponential distribution with parameterb� � ��tObserved for each new observation tObserved�
Hence� we have removed the variability from item
� and 	 above �assuming the exponential distri�
bution is correct�� The standardized value of the
logarithmic prediction error was ���� for this pre�
dictor� compared to ���� for the Bayesian network
and ���� for the Cox regression� Hence� ��� of
the prediction error comes from the variability in
the dataset� only ��� of the error was induced by
poor estimates of the prediction density�
The generated Bayesian network has been useful

for qualitative observations� and it gives a deeper
understanding of the dataset which is useful in fur�
ther analysis� We veri�ed the quality of the ex�
tracted patterns by letting the Bayesian network
predict future survival times� The obtained results
were on a quantitative level similar to that of the
Cox�regression model�
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